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Abstract

The paper describes the current state of research, where integration of Microsoft Excel and Python interpreter, gives the business user the right tool to solve chosen business process analysis problems like: forecasting, classification or clustering. The integration is done by using Visual Basic for Application (VBA), as well as XLWings Python’s library. Both mechanisms serve as an interfaces between MS Excel and Python to allow the data exchange between each other. Creating the suitable Graphical User Interface (GUI) in Microsoft Excel, gives the business user opportunity to select specific data analysis method available in Python’s environment and set its parameters, without Python’s programming. Running the method by Python’s interpreter can bring the results, which are hard or even impossible to obtain by using Microsoft Excel only. However, the data analysis methods stored in the Python’s script, which are available to the business user, as well as VBA source code, must be designed and implemented by the data scientist. Sample, basic integration between Microsoft Excel and Python’s interpreter is presented in the paper. To present value-added of the proposed software solution, simple case study according to time series forecasting problem is described, where forecasting errors of different methods available in the Microsoft Excel and Python are presented and discussed. The paper ends with conclusions according to the results of the current researches and suggested directions of further research.
Introduction

There is no doubt that business activity of the enterprise – conducted by business processes execution – is strictly connected to decision making. Nowadays enterprises have to adjust to ever changing market’s condition. What is more, they must predict some phenomenon like consumer’s requirements and apply the solution, which bring competitive advantage to them.

Successful and effective management of the enterprise is hardly based on the data the enterprise has. The data is used to plan activity of the organization in the daily routine, as well as in the future. Despite of the size of the organization or type of business activity the organization conducts (production, services, banking, commerce), the enterprises always try to predict future events and plan their development by using various prediction technique (WINKOWSKI 2019, KURZAK 2012).

The organizations can use whole palette of the prediction method. Some of them are simple enough that can be developed and implemented by using Microsoft Excel, which is very often used by business staff of the enterprise. What is worth to mention, despite of the fact the “Industry 4.0” conception comes into reality, analysis clearly show, that spreadsheets used for over 30 years, will be still in constant usage (BIRCH et al. 2018).

Of course many drawbacks can be seen when trying to apply Microsoft Excel to “Big Data” directly. However, by using additional data science software, which pre-process and aggregate raw data from “Big Data” repository into smaller and more suitable form, will bring possibility to still use spreadsheet as a simple analysis tool for aggregated data and as a dashboard for publish analysis results. Another way is to force business staff to learn and use rather complicated software and libraries like “BigQuery”, “Redshift” or “PySpark”, which allow direct access to “Big Data”. However, is hard to imagine, the business user will interact with data by using programming-oriented source codes instead of familiar graphical user interface available in Microsoft Excel. It seems, that both worlds will have to integrate together and still co-exist.

The certain problem here is the fact, that sometimes – especially with “Industry 4.0” conception in mind – available data analysis method, which are available or can be implemented under spreadsheet environment are not as accurate as needed. This is mainly connected to the characteristics of the data source. In that case, enterprises can use more sophisticated analytical software e.g. Statistica with Automated Neural Networks mechanism or Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) available in Microsoft SQL Server or in Microsoft Dynamics. Those environments allow the organization to access to more complicated and suitable analysis method. The proposed solution however, has some drawbacks:

– the software license in many cases is expensive – especially when the license is commercial;
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– dedicated software analytical solution has – in many cases – a lot of features and built-in tools, which are not necessary during normal business activity of small enterprises;

– the complicated software solution must be deployed in the organization, what is cost- and time-consuming, what is more, there are sometimes conflicts with legacy systems;

– business staff of the organization must be trained in order to be able to work with new software solution.

According to presented disadvantages it is worth to mention, that all of them generate expenses, so often deployment of “big” software supporting system is out of scope of small enterprises, which have to be cost-effective to have competitive advantage.

Potential solution according to data analysis and data visualization for small companies, can be found in “open-source” software projects, which can be successfully applied – under certain conditions – as an alternative to commercial software. One of the well-known environment, which can be used in the proposed area and which is “open-source” is Python. The main reason, the Python can be taken under consideration as an alternative to “paid” software, are connected to the fact, that proposed programming language is very popular nowadays (JANUSCHOWSKI et al. 2019). That popularity is connected mainly to the features of Python and its versatility (SAABITH et al. 2019). Another factor, which can motivate the organization to choose Python, is huge repository of additional libraries, which extend its scope of use widely. Some of the extensions are dedicated to data analysis and visualization area, e.g. “Pandas”, “Statsmodels” or “scikit-learn”. Proposed libraries give the user access i.a. to different forecasting method or machine learning tools (BROWNLEE 2020).

Of course making software solution in the area of data analysis and visualization in the form of Python’s script(s) needs knowledge and ability according to business analytics, as well as Python’s programming language. This is certainly, out of scope for typical business user of the enterprise. However, the data science labor’s market is steadily growing (DONATI, WOOLSTON 2017), so hiring data scientist, who works as a freelancer, should not be a problem to create integration mechanism and to develop appropriate data analysis method. So, here is the point, where the researches briefly described in the current paper were started.

To sum, it seems that good data analytical solution for business people can be developed in form of Python’s script(s), but those scripts have to be executable from “classical” tool, which is Microsoft Excel in the case. The possibility of performing integration between both proposed environments can be very attractive to business user and allows to perform sophisticated data analysis task with control mechanisms shared under traditional spreadsheet.
Researches performed so far were focused on basic integration of Microsoft Excel with Python environment. The main idea here, is to allow the business user to:

- prepare source data set under spreadsheet environment;
- perform initial transformation of the data by using traditional mechanism available under Microsoft Excel;
- send chosen data to the data analysis Python’s script(s) by using developed graphical user interface (GUI) under spreadsheet;
- retrieve results generated by the Python’s script(s) under Microsoft Excel and use them to support decision process.

In the current paper, the results of the researches and the developing process of integration mechanism between Microsoft Excel and Python interpreter are presented. To prove that kind of integration can be valuable to business user, the short and simple case study has been prepared. In the end of the paper, the pros and cons of current software solution are presented, as well as, further research are described.

**Material and Methods**

The purpose of the studies is to develop a solution for integrating the Microsoft Excel environment and Python interpreter and to verify the validity of its use especially to business user. An important feature of the solution is its accessibility, ease of use and the possibility for unskilled programming workers to use through integration the analytical methods available in the Python package, such as: ARIMA (AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average model) or Deep Neural Networks. Development of integrating solution according to data scientist point of view is presented in the “Solution development” section of the paper. Applying of proposed solution by the business user is presented in the same section as well.

An example of integration of both environments was presented by completing a case study that addresses the problem of time series prediction. In the presented case study a forecasting process based on data from two time series with different characteristics was conducted. The calculations for the selected, more traditional forecasting methods were performed in the Microsoft Excel, while the Python interpreter executed the ARIMA forecasting method by performing implemented script. After the forecasting results have been obtained, the forecast errors of the methods were calculated and a comparative analysis of the accuracy of used prediction methods was performed.
Data characteristics

The data used in the case study were shared by a small production company, which manufacturing the range of products for the horticultural industry. The data are related to the value of demand determined on the basis of the purchasers’ declarations and the unit costs incurred for the production of the selected product. Company name and details of the data provided were classified by the company.

The data provided by the company was recorded at the end of each month for a period of 5 years. Thus, a total of 60 values were obtained, as shown in the charts and analyzed to determine the characteristics of the time series. In the case of the demand, which was firstly considered, an upward trend was observed and there was a clear seasonal fluctuation (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Observed demand values](source)

However, in the case of unit costs (Fig. 2) no periodic fluctuations were observed. The only characteristics according to this time series were random fluctuations and, as in the case of demand, upward trends.

![Fig. 2. Observed unit production costs values](source)
Selection of forecasting methods and metrics

The study uses the following methods of forecasting: naive, moving average, polynomial trend line, autoregression and ARIMA. The first four methods were implemented in a Microsoft Excel environment to illustrate, that some data forecasting methods can be developed by a business spreadsheet user itself. However, the ARIMA method was implemented by the business analyst by using the specific Python’s libraries and workflow described by the script. All of the indicated forecast methods were applied and input data related to demand and product’s unit costs were used in the prediction of time series.

The purpose of the ongoing case study was to make a forward-looking forecast for the next 12 periods (one year). Due to the fact that the chosen methods of forecasting are well known and described in the literature, their description has been omitted and only the parameters selected for them are indicated in the paper.

According to the naive method, it was assumed that the forecast value in the given period is equal to the value recorded in the time series by one period earlier (SHIM et al. 2012, HYNDMAN, ATHANASOPOULOS 2018). For example, the demand value from the first period is the forecast for the second period. In the moving average method, a lag equal to 6 periods was used, i.e. the arithmetic mean was calculated from the previous 6 parts of the time series (HANSUN, KRISTANDA 2017). In a forecasting using a trend line, a polynomial 6-degree trend line was used. The auto-regression method uses a delay parameter of 6 periods (PENA-SANCHEZ, RINGWOOD 2017). For the ARIMA method, the optimal choice of method parameters, i.e. co-efficients $p$, $d$ and $q$ (SIAMI-NAMINI, NAMIN 2018) has been obtained by using a grid search (RASCHKA, MIRJALILI 2019).

The indicated parameter values for each forecast method were selected after a series of initial calculations using different values of parameters and comparing the accuracy of the generated forecast. The delay in the moving average method was verified for values of 3 and 6 periods (months), the degree of the polynomial trend line was verified for values between 2 and 6, and the delay in the autoregressive model was verified for values of 3 and 6 months. In the ARIMA method, models were tested by using the following parameters during grid search: $p$ – from 0 to 20, $d$ – from 0 to 2, $q$ – from 0 to 5.

The final values of the parameters for both time series have provided forecasts with the highest accuracy. The accuracy of the methods was measured by calculating forecast error values. Among commonly used forecasting accuracy measures are: the mean square error (MSE), root mean square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE) or mean absolute percentage error (MAPE). All mentioned metrics have a common disadvantage – their values can range between zero and $+\infty$. Despite, MAPE is one of the most popular measures of the forecast accuracy, especially among industry practitioners. What is more,
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war it is scale-independent, easy to interpret and intuitive (Kim, Kim 2016). In the presented case MAPE calculated according to formula 1 (Chicco et al. 2021) was used:

\[
\text{MAPE} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left| \frac{y_i - y_i^P}{y_i} \right| \cdot 100\% 
\]

(1)

where:

- \(m\) – the number of periods available in the time series,
- \(y_i\) – the actual value for period \(i\),
- \(y_i^P\) – the forecast value for period \(i\).

After determining the errors of each forecast method by using MAPE metric, a comparative analysis was performed and the most effective method was identified, in addition it was verified whether this method could be implemented directly by the business user in the Microsoft Excel environment, or whether it is necessary to integrate the spreadsheet with Python environment.

The solution development

The preparation of the solution for environments integration, as part of the case study, was performed to provide the business user with easy and convenient access to more complex method of data analysis not available in the Microsoft Excel package. In this case this method was ARIMA that enables forecasting of time series data. The workflow of a data analyst in the process of preparing an environment integration solution included the following tasks:

- review and analysis of input data and business problem;
- selection of an advanced method of forecasting applicable in a Python environment but not available in the Microsoft Excel;
- development of a Python script with source code responsible for the executing the selected forecasting method;
- test and verification of the script operation;
- creation of sheet template for the data in an Excel workbook;
- development of a macro in VBA in the same Excel file;
- adjusting of fragments of Python’s script and macro to ensure their correct cooperation.

The source code responsible for executing the ARIMA method (Swamynathan 2019), on the indicated and temporarily saved data in CSV file, is stored in the Python’s script. The script also contains command from “XLWings” library (Ehrhardt et al. 2017). The library allows the developer to return the results of calculations to the Microsoft Excel environment. The detailed source code of the script is presented in the appendix of the current paper. The script itself
was developed under Anaconda environment with Visual Studio Code Editor. The Visual Studio Code Editor is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) which supports the developer during implementation process of the script (Speight 2021).

The developed Python script, which realizes the ARIMA predication method is rather typical script, which consist of the following sections:

– load data section, where “Pandas” (Nelli 2018) library is imported and data stored in the “Input_dataset.csv” temporary file are imported as a Python’s “DataFrame”;

– split data section, where the data stored in “DataFrame” are split into train and test set; at the current version of the script the size of the train is equal to 80% of data, other 20% of data creates test dataset; in the future version of the solution it is planned, that business user itself will use appropriate Graphical User Interface (GUI) elements to select desired size of train and test datasets;

– making ARIMA model section, here main part of the script is implemented; because the ARIMA method needs, that three parameters $p$, $d$ and $q$ must be set, the grid search has been implemented to help the business user find most suitable parameters; the using “for” loop gives possibility to test whole range of parameters to determine the best ARIMA model; “best” here means the model with lowest mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) calculated between prediction of the chosen model and real data stored in the test set; in the current version of the script the tested parameters are as following: $p$ – from 0 to 20, $d$ – from 0 to 2, $q$ – from 0 to 5, so during execution of the script 378 models were generated and tested against test data to find the optimal set of coefficients;

– generating final prediction results section, in the section the optimal ARIMA model found is used to generate prediction of the examined phenomenon and store the result in the chosen variable; generating the prediction is main goal of the business user;

– exporting prediction results, current section used the “XLWings” library to pass the prediction results stored in the chosen variable to the new sheet of Microsoft Excel named “Forecast”, to give the business user ability to check best ARIMA model prediction;

– cleaning section, the last section of the Python’s script consists of Python’s command, which goal is to remove temporary file “Input_dataset.csv”.

The workbook designed in Microsoft Excel consist of a worksheet named “Data” which serves the business user to enter the input data for current issue. Moreover, the worksheet also includes a Graphical User Interface (GUI) element – a button (form control) that launches a developed VBA script enabling a business user to interact with prepared Python’s script. The Microsoft Excel software solution view is shown on the Figure 3.
The macro developed in the Visual Basic Editor (VBE) contains two sections:
– the first one is used for saving the selected data in “Data” worksheet in temporary file named “Input_dataset.csv” as comma separated values (CSV); the business user selects the range of data cells by using specific dialog box (Fig. 3);
– the second one is responsible for proper launch of the Python’s interpreter and selection of the script that should be run by the interpreter; in this part of the VBA code, access paths to the interpreter and the script that executes the ARIMA method are assigned to individual variables.

The source code of the VBA macro is available in the appendix of the paper. Finally, the workflow of the business user according to developed Excel and Python integration solution is shown in Figure 4.

The workflow of a business user while using the developed solution is rather straight-forward and include the following activities:
– open the Excel file with macro provided by business analyst;
– import, copy and paste or enter the data into “Data” sheet;
– run a macro using the button (the graphic element of the graphical user interface);
– indicate the range of cells with data to be used by the Python script in the prediction process;
– review and analysis of the results displayed in the “Forecast” sheet, when Python’s interpreter finishes script execution.

To sum, the developed Python’s script realizes the prediction, based on data selected in Microsoft Excel by using the best found ARIMA model and bring the results of the prediction process directly to business user in Microsoft Excel sheet by using proposed integration mechanism. All source code for an integration solution (VBA macro and Python script) are presented in the appendix.
Fig. 4. Activity Diagram showing the business logic of the prepared solution
Source: own study.
Results and discussion

The execution process of developed software support for business user is very simple and intuitive. Business user needs to:

– put all developed files into one directory: the first file is Microsoft Excel’s file with embedded VBA macro, which serves as a data input tool, as well as interface, which integrates spreadsheet environment with Python; the other file(s) are Python’s script(s), which are developed as a chosen data analysis and/or visualization methods, which brings the final result of analysis back to Microsoft Excel, if all prepared methods are executed;
– open Microsoft Excel file and put all input data, which describes the problem into one column of the prepared “Data” sheet as shown on the Figure 3;
– set the parameters of the developed methods, if able, by using appropriate GUI elements and execute developed “Python” methods by using the button shown on the Figure 3;
– wait until all data analysis methods are executed by the Python’s interpreter;
– review the results of the analysis by examining output data sheet called “Forecast” in that case in the Microsoft Excel.

In the following section of the paper, the results of analysis of case study are presented and discussed.

Forecast values for time series related to demand and unit production costs were determined with the use of selected methods and then their accuracy was assessed. The evaluation of a given method consisted of calculating the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) and indicating the value of the standard deviation of error (SD). The data was divided into training set and test set. These sets consisted of 48 and 12 periods consecutively, regardless of the method chosen. The values of forecast errors for each of the sets and each analysed variable are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Among the methods, only those were indicated, which business user can develop directly in the Microsoft Excel environment, ignoring the ARIMA method. The results of ARIMA method are presented later in this chapter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Demand</th>
<th>Unit costs</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>27.20</td>
<td>28.46</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>2.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving average</td>
<td>29.80</td>
<td>24.52</td>
<td>3.72</td>
<td>2.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend line</td>
<td>33.74</td>
<td>23.64</td>
<td>24.55</td>
<td>31.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoregression</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>32.13</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Demand</th>
<th></th>
<th>Unit costs</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>MAPE</td>
<td>SD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>30.63</td>
<td>27.23</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>2.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moving average</td>
<td>36.50</td>
<td>21.92</td>
<td>7.42</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trend line</td>
<td>110.06</td>
<td>76.06</td>
<td>196.10</td>
<td>50.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autoregression</td>
<td>23.15</td>
<td>19.50</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: own study.

After analysing the results presented in tables 1 and 2, it was found, that the most accurate of the forecasting methods was the autoregressive method. According to demand and unit production costs, this method is characterized by the lowest values of forecast errors and standard deviation. The standard deviation value calculated for the demand training set is an exception – in this case it is the largest. Forecasts determined by the autoregression method for each of the time series are shown on the Figures 5 and Figures 6. Due to the delay of six periods used, the method is calculated from period 7th.

The values of the forecasts generated by the autoregressive method were compared with the values returned as a result of running the script containing the ARIMA model. In this case, the forecast errors were calculated for the last 12 periods of the time series, because this part of data was used as a test set of the ARIMA model.

The mean absolute percentage error for the value of demand in the case of the autoregressive method was 23.15%, while in the case of the ARIMA model 10.39%. Thanks to the application of the ARIMA method it is possible
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...to generate a forecast with nearly a half less error. In the case of the values of the unit production costs again the ARIMA model turned out to be more effective, the calculated MAPE was 1.30%, while in the autoregressive method its value was 1.84%. However, here the improvement in the effectiveness of the forecast as measured by the percentage error value is not so spectacular. The forecasts determined by the autoregression method and by the ARIMA model in the given period are shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively.

The analysis of the results carried out as part of the case study confirmed, that of all the prediction methods used, the ARIMA model provides the best results. However, the obtained average forecast error value equal to 10.39% is relatively high, which means that a business user should review other forecasting methods and try to select their parameters properly to achieve better accuracy.
Summarizing the completed case study, the use of the integration mechanism of the Microsoft Excel and Python environments made it possible to obtain prognostic models more effective, than it is possible to achieve with the use of the Microsoft Excel alone. It is also important, that the many processes of data analysis methods developed in the form of Python’s scripts are available in Python’s repositories. The business user may applied selected data analysis workflows to any input data stored in a spreadsheet, which describe problem considered in the enterprise, by using proposed integration mechanism, without the need of knowledge the Python or VBA languages.

Conclusions

Researches performed so far, clearly show that building software integration between Microsoft Excel and Python is possible. The result of the integration allows the business user to prepare input data set and then execute sophisticated data analysis method described in Python’s script and see final result of the analysis, without Python’s programming knowledge and skills. What is more, building appropriate graphical user interface in Microsoft Excel can give the business user possibility to control developed Python’s scripts in easy way. The business user is able to select specific methods stored in the scripts or pass specific parameters of the chosen methods to change the way of execution. Moreover, developed integration mechanism can be offered to different business user as a business process analysis support tool using incorporated Python’s data analysis and visualization methods.

It is worth to mention, that implementation of proposed solution still needs Python’s developer, who will implement or adjust appropriate Python’s script...
to solve selected business problem. What is more, the developer will have
to develop GUI under Microsoft Excel to give the business user ability to control
the scripts, as well as, program VBA macros to connect spreadsheet’s control
elements to Python scripts and methods. So, the Python’s developer is essential to
create working efficient software tool, but if the development process is finished,
the software tool can be used by typical business user, who is able to use Microsoft
Excel. Another issue the research team had to face was incompatibility between
specific versions of Python’s libraries during integration mechanism development.
For example, the problem still exists if developer uses newest “Pandas” and
“XLWings” libraries. To resolve the problem, developer needs to downgrade
problematic libraries to different version, what makes development process
of integration solution harder to perform.

Further research according to presented integration mechanism will be
oriented to implement different forecasting method e.g. by using neural networks,
to improve forecasting results of product’s demand prediction. In this case,
it will also be necessary to introduce additional measures to ensure a more
efficient assessment of the accuracy of forecasts, for example the coefficient
determination (also known as $R$-squared or $R^2$) or the symmetric mean
absolute percentage error (SMAPE). Another field of interest is building GUI
in Microsoft Excel to give business user all control elements needed to fully
control implemented Python’s methods and their parameters. The more control
mechanism the business user have, the developed Python’s scripts will be more
versatile and adjusted to specific business problem the business user wants
to solve. Of course, the integration mechanism can be performed to solve different
type of data analysis problems like: classification task, clustering or regression
problems by using methods which are unavailable or hard to implement under
Microsoft Excel environment. Because the problem described in the current case
study was practically oriented, further research can be based on benchmark
dataset published by UC Irvine Machine Learning Repository or Kaggle
to compare results of proposed solution with some other methods or results
presented by other authors in the literature, to obtain optimal business process
supporting tool and to show value-added of the proposed solution.

To conclude, research in that field are consider as important, because the final
goal of the current researches is to create and describe the whole development
process of the integration between both environments. Performing specific
activities described in the proposed development process, should result in software
sharing most important and accurate data analysis and visualization methods
available in Python to Microsoft Excel business user.
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Appendix

**VBA source code:**

```vba
Sub startPython()

    Dim Rng As Range
    Dim WorkRng As Range
    Dim xFile As Variant
    Dim xFileString As String
    Dim newFile As Workbook

    Dim objShell As Object
    Dim PythonExe, PythonScript As String

    'Data saving in csv
    On Error Resume Next
    xTitleId = "Data saving"
    Set WorkRng = Application.Selection
    Set WorkRng = Application.InputBox("Select the range of data cells to use it in the ARIMA model:", xTitleId, WorkRng.Address, Type:=8)

    If Err.Number = 424 Then
        Exit Sub
    End If

    Workbooks.Add
    Set newFile = ActiveWorkbook
    WorkRng.Copy Application.ActiveSheet.Range("A1")

    newFile.SaveAs "D:\..." & "Input_dataset.csv", xlCSV
    newFile.Close

    'Running Python script
    ActiveWorkbook.Save

    Set objShell = VBA.CreateObject("Wscript.Shell")
    PythonExe = """"C:\...\python.exe"
    PythonScript = "D:\...\arima_model_1.py"
    objShell.Run PythonExe & PythonScript

End Sub
```

Pyton’s source code:
import pandas as pd

#data import
df = pd.read_csv('Input_dataset.csv')

#train and test set
a = df.size
train_data=round(0.8*a)
test_data = a - train_data

train = df.iloc[:-test_data]
test = df.iloc[-test_data:]

#ARIMA parameters test
import warnings
warnings.filterwarnings("ignore")
from statsmodels.tsa.arima.model import ARIMA
best_error=1;
best_p=0;
best_d=0;
best_q=0;
for q in range(0,6):
    for d in range(0,3):
        for p in range(0,21):
            try:
                model=ARIMA(train,order=(p,d,q), trend='n', enforce_invertibility=False, enforce_stationarity=False)
                model=model.fit()
                #prediction
                start=len(train)
                end=len(train)+len(test)-1
                forecast = model.predict(start=start,end=end)
                #scoring
                from sklearn.metrics import mean_absolute_percentage_error
                mape=mean_absolute_percentage_error(forecast,test)
                print("Current model: " ,p,"",d,"",q,
                if (mape<best_error):
                    best_error=mape
                    best_p=p
                    best_d=d
                    best_q=q
except:
    continue
print("Best ARIMA model p,d,q - error: ",best_p",",best_d",",best_q," - "best_error")

model2=ARIMA(train,order=(best_p,best_d,best_q),trend='n',enforce_invertibility=False, enforce_stationarity=False)
model2=model2.fit()

#prediction
start=len(train)
end=len(train)+len(test)-1
forecast2 = model2.predict(start=start,end=end)
print('Best ARIMA model: (',best_p,',' ,best_d,',' ,best_q,' ) - predictions: ') 
print(forecast2)

#forecast export to Excel file
import xlwings as xw
wb = xw.Book('SWD1.xlsm')
ws2=wb.sheets.add('Forecast')
ws2['A1'].value = forecast2

#delete temporary data file
import os
os.remove('Input_dataset.csv')